
TOO CUTE! PINT SIZED 
Series & Episode Descriptions 

 
TOO CUTE! PINT SIZED 
Series Returns Saturday, August 16, at 8 PM (ET/PT) 
TV-PG 
TOO CUTE! PINT SIZED is double the cute in half the time. Animal Planet’s most adorable series, which delivers 
delightfully darling stories about animals in the first chapter of their lives, are now half hours! Premiering 
Saturday, August 16, at 8 PM ET/PT, this 12-part, half-hour series highlights two litters instead of three. The 
program highlights the fuzzy fumbles as animals embark on their first few months in the world. TOO CUTE! PINT 
SIZED gets up close and personal with the world’s most precious pups, kittens and other babes, including a 
hedgehog! 
 
TOO CUTE! PINT SIZED – Episode 1 Tubby Puppies (English Bulldogs & Mixed Breed Puppies) 
Premieres Saturday, August 16, from 8-8:30 PM (ET/PT)  
TV-PG 
In this pint-sized edition of TOO CUTE! PINT SIZED, two adorable litters of pups discover their comfy and cuddly 
places in the world. First, meet Dexter, a bulldog with aspirations of rising above his lazy siblings and proving 
himself on an agility course. Then, meet a precious pack of pups that find themselves in a barnyard full of strange 
beasts after they are rescued from the city streets.  
 
TOO CUTE! PINT SIZED – Episode 2 (Title TBD)—Siamese & British Shorthairs 
Premieres Saturday, August 16, from 8:30-9 PM (ET/PT) 
TV-PG 
Chester, a Siamese cat, searches for a little peace and quiet away from his eight chatty siblings. Meanwhile, busy 
mother Pippa juggles her litter of six tiny British shorthair kittens and her hectic, full-time job at a cat clinic. 
 
TOO CUTE! PINT SIZED – Episode 3 (Title TBD)—Turkish Angoras & Siberians  
Premieres Saturday, August 23, from 8-8:30PM (ET/PT) 
TV-PG 
In a cozy cabin in the woods, a relationship between two Siberian soul mates is put to the test with the birth of 

their fireball son, Calvin. Meanwhile, at a cats-only grooming salon, Izzie, a flyaway Turkish angora kitten, is 

balancing her personal style with life in the salon. 

TOO CUTE! PINT SIZED – Episode 4 (Title TBD)—Cairn Terriers & Samoyeds 
Premieres Saturday, August 23, from 8:30-9 PM (ET/PT) 
TV-PG 
At a small farmhouse, Doogie, an adventurous cairn terrier, attempts to befriend a finicky house cat. Meanwhile, 
Samoyed pups contemplate whether they should maintain their cleanliness, which one their mother prefers or if 
they should abandon their pearly-white coats to romp around with their messy father.   
 
TOO CUTE! PINT SIZED –- Episode 5 (Title TBD)—German Shepherds & Havanese Puppies 
Premieres Saturday, August 30, from 8-8:30 PM (ET/PT) 
TV-PG 
Raina, the tough mother of a troupe of German shepherds, trains her seven young pups to be search-and-rescue 
dogs in the rugged countryside. Meanwhile in The Big City, Prickle, a little African Pygmy hedgehog, looks for soft 
and cuddly companions in a house full of Havanese puppies. 
 
TOO CUTE! PINT SIZED –- Episode 6 (Title TBD)—English Mastiffs & Munsterlanders 
Premieres Saturday, August 30, from 8:30-9 PM (ET/PT) 
TV-PG 



Olive, a tubby English Mastiff puppy, searches for a little independence from her tag-along sister, Dot. In the 
meantime, Niles, a small and serious Munsterlander pup, is trying to live up to his breed’s reputation: he wants to 
be a top-notch hunting dog despite his family’s unusual prey—French bread! 
 
TOO CUTE! PINT SIZED –- Episode 7 (Title TBD)—Pugs & Spinone Italiano Puppies 
Premieres Saturday, September 6, from 8-8:30 PM (ET/PT) 
TV-PG 
In a pack of nine Spinone Italianos pups, one thing keeps timid pup Wally calm: his security sock. A few miles away, 
Oskar, a mischievous pug, proves to be a constant handful for his orderly librarian mom.  

 


